Henry Wright
for NUS Delegate 2018-19

My five point plan

1. **Equality and Access**
   
   I will focus on activities at conference to encourage top universities to do more to bring about real equality of access in all underrepresented groups at University level.

2. **Mental Health Crisis**
   
   In many Universities including our own, mental health is beginning to be taken more seriously. But more needs to be done to address structural national problems with the NHS provision and I think the NUS can provide pressure here. I’ll support any conference activity to take mental health seriously.

3. **Students in the EU**
   
   Most students do not support leaving the EU, I will add my energy to any NUS motion that supports a people’s vote.

4. **Environment**
   
   The environment is being damaged beyond repair and universities need to be doing more to tackle this and setting an example to other institutions. I’ll support any motion that seeks to reduce universities’ and NUS impact on the environment.

5. **Common Sense**
   
   As somebody who’s never run for a CUSU or NUS position before I’ll stand up for the typical student who just wants their life to be made better. As a pretty standard Computer Scientist my votes will be for the everyday student, not just those involved in student politics.

Make the Wright choice for your NUS delegate.